


What is HADO?

The worlds first Techno Sport, blending 
esports and physical sports through 
augmented reality.

A game lasts 80 seconds, played as 3 v 3, 
2 v 2 or 1 v 1

Each time a player is eliminated from play 
they are knocked out for 3 seconds, before 
re-entering on full life.

Each elimination is worth 1 point. Should a 
match end in a draw the players will enter 
extra time where the first point scored 
wins the match.
•





2015 – Inception of HADO in Tokyo

2016 – 1 country

2018 – 19 countries

2019 – 28 countries

2021 – 38 countries

HADO is the Japanese word for energy blast, made famous worldwide by the Hadouken of Streetfighter.



• Matches are fast paced with up to a 
100m being covered per player per game.

• The other team always represent a 
potential 3 points, so anything less than a 4 
point lead can be flipped in an instant. 

• Although it has a high intensity physical 
element it still retains the level playing field 
of esports. Size and strength do not affect 
your ability to play, so the sport has no 
gender or age categories.
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Ok so HADO is 
amazing, but what 
does it have to do 
with 5G?

As HADO is a hybrid of classic sports and eSports it can take and use elements from both of these.

Remote play in eSports is a fairly standard thing, being able to play and compete with people 
from all around the world.

But to do that as a classic sport is impossible, you and your  opponents have to be in the same 
location. 

We wanted to exploit our hybrid nature and be able to play the physical sport of HADO remotely.



• Earlier this year we were invited 
to take part in the CW 5G test bed 
Accelerator

• Our aim was to find a reliable way to link arena 
locations to make remote play viable. That means no 
perceptible lag or jitter.

• Spoiler alert, 5G allowed us to do this.

• It also opened the door to a whole new value chain.
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• MoCap Players

• Recording of all AR telemetry data

• The end goal to merge them 
together to create a fully 
interactable recording of the match.

• Stand on the center line while the 
game plays around you

• See exactly what the players saw 
at that critical moment in the 
match.



• The sport already has its Super stars in 
Japan. With the teams having their own 
specific looks and play styles, and their own 
dedicated fans.

• Japan is 3 years ahead of the UK so is a 
great benchmark.

• It has entered mainstream culture in 
Japan to the extent that there is an entire 
league made up of J-pop bands. Known as 
HADO Idol wars.



• Take the thrill of HADO techno 
sports to a new level with HADO 
IDOL WARS! 

• Everyone can use the 
dedicated Wow Live app to 
watch and sway the game for 
their favorite teams.

• Cheer on up-and-coming 
Japanese idols in a fierce HADO 
IDOL WARS battle, as they try to 
score points and win the favor of 
their fans.
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We set out to show that a physical sport could be played remotely 

In the process we discovered a route to achieve this through 5G that 

was far simpler than we had first thought thanks to the help received 

from CW 5G testbed

Our solution has opened a whole new range of possibilities for the 

sport, both for teams and viewers.



The next evolution of sport


